DESIGNER TOURS
AVIATOR TOUR REFERENCES – NAVIONEERS
From Bob and Shirley Caldwell, USA based Private Pilot. After their fourth tour
with us. Ireland and Wales Tour 2005.
Thank you very much for the great trip and the enjoyable pace of travel. What a good
thing it has been for us to have has four wonderful trips with you two. We have
concluded that we will confine our future international travel to only trips planned and
led by you two. See you at Oshkosh, Bob

From Bob and Shirley Caldwell, USA based Private Pilot. After their third tour
with us. New Zealand Tour 2002.
First, we want to thank you two for leading us on such a fine trip. Shirlie and I both feel
that the trips that we have taken with you have expanded our lives quite positively.
Thank you both very much! Bob

From Ted and Kathy Stinis, USA based Private Pilot – UK and Scotland Tour 2004.
Thank you both for a great England/Scotland trip. I hope we Yanks weren’t too
unmanageable. I will try and store up some English conundrums for Wendy to ponder.
Count us in on the flying trip around and about South Africa. We are uncertain about
the Ireland/Wales trip until we see the itinerary since we have been to Ireland before.
Kathy says thank you the good words.
Regards and rest up
Ted and Kathy

From Bob and Shirley Caldwell, USA based Private Pilot. After their first tour with
us. South Africa Tour 2000
We cannot thank you enough for the wonderful experience that we had in South Africa.
You and Wendy certainly had it all together when you planned our itinerary and
escorted us along the way. The two of you made this trip more of an experience to
remember than we could have anticipated.
And in the process you made us into enthusiastic fans for a country that we knew very
little about before our arrival. You have a beautiful country and you did a magnificent
job showing it off to us.
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Hopefully we will see you at Oshkosh this year and in future years. Or maybe on a
future trip so that Shirlie can ask “when and where Calvin?’ By the way remember our
vote for a trip to New Zealand if you should be inclined to plan another trip for our
group.
Best to both of you.
Bob and Shirlie

From John and Vicki Vick, USA based Private Pilot – South Africa Tour 2000
Just opened a cool Bavaria Lager and thought I would drop you a note. All the way
home, I heard only positive comments about the trip. Everyone was impressed with
your handling of all the many details and the smooth running of a rather complex
itinerary.
My only criticism is that we could have used more instruction in the AA-OO-GAA sound
as any attempts by our group were rather pathetic.
Our best to you and Wendy. Let us know if you are ever in the Phoenix area in the
future and thank you for a most memorable and educational trip.
John and Vicki Vick

From Bill and Margaret van der Molen, USA based Private Pilot - South Africa
Tour 2000
First of all Bill and I would like to congratulate you on the fine job you did with our trip.
It was wonderful ……….. so memorable that I am already talking to Bill about another
trip there … next time I would like to spend about a week animal viewing , perhaps in
Kruger National Park.
We would like to bring our 11 year old daughter with us. This will have to be in 3 or 4
years as we have other plans for the next few vacations.(Of course if you plan another
trip with the same group please let the Cupps and van der Molens know.) If you are
still in the business I will most certainly contact you first.
Looking forward to hearing from you…
Margaret and Bill van der Molen
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